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it is rather that there is little sense of relationship between them nor of the total
sound picture. There is not, to my ears, a

British Band Classics. (Holst, Vaughan
Williams.) Ground Self-Defense Force Central Band (Tokyo). Yoshio Takahashi, Akira
Arimasa (conductors). [Robert Walker

coherent ambience within which the instruments live. However, when everyone wakes
up and goes at it full blast, as during EaDa
Yaga and The Great Gate of Kieq the perspective suddenly seems much closer and
the sound is not without impact.
On the whole, the performances seem
staid, with none of the visceral excitement

(prod.)]. RCA Gold Seal GL 40543.

MUSSORGSKY-HOWARTH: Pictures for

an Exhibitlon. The Phitip Jones Brass

Ensemble, Elgar Howarth (cond.). [Chris
Hazell (prod.); Stan Goodall and Andrew
Pinder (engineers)1. Argo ZRG 885.

of Kazuhito Yamashita's guitar transcrip-

British Music for Brass Band. (Elgar, Rubbra, Fletcher, Ball.) Black Dyke Mills Band.

tion on RCA; though lwould have bet beforehand on brass over guitar for excitemont in
this music. There are interesting moments
in this brass performance, like lhe Ballet ot
the Chicks in Their She//s, for high brass and

Roy Newsome, Major Peter Parkes (conductors). RCA RL 25078.

A horn-f

ullof wind ensemble records that,

'

percussion, but one chick does not an exhibition make. Or something like that.

on balance, make for depressing listening.

Finally, there is the Black Dyke Mills

The RCA Gold Seal record is a loser f rom the

Band, again on RCA, and this is not all a bad
record. ln fact, lwould have been quite happy with it-indeed, I have been quite happy

start. lt is a pasted paper picture of what
recorded sound should be and the interpretations are limp and decidedly un-sexy.
The recording has a limited dynamic range
and the recorded ambience seems to consist of tapioca pudding; the sound of the
cymbals and triangle just die as soon as

with it for the years that I have owned
it-were it not for the fact that the need to
write this review prompted me to make

they are struck. Enough. This recording
faces fierce competition from the Holst
Sultes onlTelarc where Fennell and the
Cleveland Symphonic Winds blow up a

soundstage with each instrument reasona-

sonic storm.
Elgar Howarth and the boys are better
recorded,_but with severe reservations.
The perspective is quite distant, so much
so, in fact, that the work starts out sounding

as though the band were playing in the stu'
dio next door. I found it diff icult to get a fix
on the soundstage and it was also difficult

to develop an image of the individual

in-

struments. The effect of the sound on this
record is like that of being in a darkened
room with someone shining a light on one
instrument, or group of instruments, after
another. lt is not that they are "spot-lighted,"

some comparisons.

This RCA recording exhibits a wide
bly well-imaged. The perspective, though, is

indeterminate and there is little sense of
depth. Could this be the result of a multitracked recording of instruments that are
baffled from each other? The timpani and
snare drums do sound as though positioned
behind the wind instruments.
The sqund lacks bite, with smoothed-out
leading edges rather than sharp transients
and it does not seem to have the frequency
range at the upper end that would capture
the overtones of the cymbals.
I have always loved Elgar's Seyern Suite
and the interpretation here is lively enough,
and Ball's Sinfonietta 'The Wayfarer' is a
colorful work that is given a good performance.
For the Severn Sulfe ldo marginally prefer
the performance by Elgar Howarth with the

Grimthorp Colliery Band on Decca. That performance is livelier and the sound is richer
and in a little closer perspective.

Best of all for the analogue sound of

brass in this type of music is RCA's Jubitant
8rass. This is an atmospheric sound that is
"alive" with a wonderfully three-dimensional soudnstage and a wide frequency range.
The music seems to have been recorded in a
church or a large hall. Either way, the record

presents a wonderful ambience. And this
from British RCA who gave us the relative
duds above. I wish that the corporate left
hand would teach the corporate right hand
what it is up to and how to do it right.
Except tor Jubilanl 8rass, none of these
records begins to approach the sonic mar.
vels of the reference records that I use lor
wind music: Telarc; Reference Recording,s

Tempest (but not for the strings);

and

Crystal Clear's Sonic F ireworks.

-tP

WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast. Michael Rippon (baritone). Halle Choir, Halle Orchestra,
James Loughran (cond.). CFP 40063.
Because of the vast and varied forces re.
quired for performance, Belshazzar's Feast
has always seemed a sure-f ire candidate for
ja sonic blockbuster on record. But I think it
.:suffers from what I call the symphony-of-a-

thousand-syndrome. There are too many
people involved, too many instruments, for

:l

,,

recordings to be able to reproduce the shat-

tering impact that such a work has in the
concert hall.
The most successful approach to recording such a work, it seems to me, would be
i to stick a pair of microphones at the back of
the halland just let the tape roll. This is why
pirated recordings, often made on relatively
inferior equipment, can convey the effect of
a performance with greater impact than can
,a multi-dollar, high-tech commercial recor.

,,

ding.
One of the most successful recordings of
a large scale performance is EMI's Coronation Ode recorded in the Chapel of King's
iCollege, Cambridge. And it is successful to

my ears precisely because

it gets far

llenough away from the action to let the
listener appreciate the vastness of it.
This performance of Belshazzar's Feasi
is not a bad one. The sleeve note does not
,lsay where it was recorded, but the resonant
ic suggests a church or a very large
assembly hall. The recorded sound makes
an impact primarily because of the relatively
,close perspective. But, by the same token,
.'lwhen soloist, chorus, orchestra, and thetwo
bands are going full blast, this recording
does not have the success of the Coronation Ode in reproducing the impact of the
event.

The performance itself is good in

a

straightforward, no-nonsense manner.

Laughran does not linger over details but
rather is intent upon expressing the overall

;.

Michale Rippon is a rich, clear-voiced
soloist and the instrumental forces rise to
the occasion. I am less happy with the
chorus. A more incisive and fuller-voiced
group of singers is really needed for a successful performance of this work.
I do not think, though, that anyone should
be disappointed by the quality of the performance and the recording at the Classics for
Pleasure budget price.

